
Dear frozen FH3 

I worked with many goats in Colombia, trying to collect good weather tokens for the next weeks in 

Germany. Clearly,  it didn’t work….we might see a ray of sunlight on Sunday #nopromises.  

If you are going on my trail, wear trekking shoes, or something with good grip! It’s messy and slippery 

out there; and you might consider bringing a change of shoes. Bring  your phone, you might get lost! 

You are still in Frankfurt so you won’t die. 

 

FH3 HASH #1837 – A muddy Quiz-Run 
This is an attempt at laying a “Quiz-run” trail. It’s my first so you might need to use your brain and 

eyes simultaneously for once.  

A couple of things to consider: I used the names of the streets a lot, translations are always funny; 

Even if you’re German use your sense of humour; look around 369°; read the next clue in advance! 

There are main orientation points for the trail, if you find yourself beyond these points you’re fucking 

lost. 

North: Berger Warte 

South: The protected natural area of Seckbacher Ried (In der Sauren Wiese) 

East: The MainÄpplerHaus GmbH on the Kirchgasse (not the restaurant) 

West: Friedberger Landstraße (!) if you’re on the Autobahn, turn back! 

 

Good luck 

Starting at the Lohrpark parking lot 

1. Find the point in Lohrberg with the best view of Frankfurt 

2. The Skyline, the mom and child will guide you downhill 

3. Keep going dowwwwwwnnnn a bit of the city will find you 

4. If you fall, the veterinarian will help you to stay on your left side. 

5. Stop! Don’t ignore the Bier at the end of the light!........No service? #fuckcorona  

6. Play with the kid down down down down the street 

7. To the other right! In direction to the Lion! 

8. Down is the way to go 

9. Noooo, no bus for you, we’re going into the sour wilderness with the eagles and the hammer 

10. The stump with the prohibition will guide you back up to the mountain 

11. Follow the trail of farts…yes the farhts!!!!…no not mine!! 

12. Stop! The church thinks it is always right! 

13. Keep going against the current, but watch out for the cyclists! 

14. The trains are climbing the stairs now! 

15. That church again! This time we’re liberals, go for Michelangelo 

16. Ring ring ring…up you go! 

17. No chance of a fresh Ebbelwoi … #fuckcorona 

18. The end of the climb! back to warmth, or muddy and kinky? ;) 

19. Children playing…Run! Go against the Children!  

20. Put on your Casimir sweater, we’re going into the fields 

21. Don´t be like Alice, don’t follow the white doggo  

22. Don’t step on the potatooooeeeeeees!!! just follow the path 

23. By the left side of Thor…Run Forest, Run! 

24. Civilisation again! On-In is to your left! 

25. See you on Sunday, hopefully 

On On 

Hooky out 


